This is an elegantly produced book. John Wilkins introduces its subject by explaining how Galen arranged his work. By and large, the foods discussed are placed in discrete categories, that is cereals, meat, fish, pulses or the like. However, Wilkins suggests that some items do not fit neatly into these divisions, for example the snail. Yet the way in which Galen introduces this creature sounds humorous rather than perplexed. Aristotle (*HA* 523b11) had bracketed snails among those animals with a fleshy interior and an exterior shell. That Galen advises against including the snail among winged creatures suggests more than it being just an anomaly. The subsequent list of deliberately unpleasant creatures---at least to a citizen of the Roman Empire---only reinforces the point that Galen was writing both a practical manual and a work that could hold its reader through a varied style. Such variety is illustrated by scatological anecdotes (pp. 88--9) and commentaries on classical texts (p. 64). It is surely this literary ability that is the key to how Galen was able to "out-gun" his critics rather than any solution he provided to the "problem of classification" (p. xxi).

Any translator of Galen is in a dilemma as to who will read about ancient medical theorizing. The general reader might shy away from too much unfamiliar detail, whilst the classicist will demand precision. And here lies the rub: a treatise based around an outmoded science will necessarily resist attempts at a flowing translation. It is therefore perhaps not surprising that the first English translation of Galen did not appear until 1916 and then with a caveat about the attempt. Owen Powell discusses all this in his introduction, but, although he states that occasional transliteration is necessary, considerable awkwardness is apparent in such versions as "pottery-skinned animals" (p. 32), "*stomachos*" (p. 35) and "Strouthian apples" (p. 89) which, with a little adjustment, could have been avoided. Otherwise the translation, which follows the Greek text prepared by Georg Helmreich for the *Corpus Medicorum Graecorum*, is accurate.

As a physician himself, Powell approaches the text from a practical medical angle. This lends itself to some interesting nosography, for example on elephantiasis (p. 171) and jaundice (p. 178). On the other hand, the culinary side of the work can be brushed aside. Hemp seeds (p. 3) are still very much employed as a food, particularly in sweetmeats as Galen says, whilst poppy seeds (p. 3) are more than just embellishments, not only in Roman cooking with *laterculi* (Plaut. *Poen*. 325--6) but also in modern Austrian cooking with *Mohnstrudel*. The medical angle also results in glosses that are extraneous or too lengthy: for instance there is no need to explain (p. 176) that Great Alexandria is the city in Egypt. Powell can jar with his comparisons, and the discussion about the language consciousness of the Greek élite at the time of Galen is a case in point: when Galen examines words for their precise meanings, he is not engaged in an equivalent of the recent debate between *katharevousa* and demotic; instead he is searching for linguistic precision to help in the reading earlier texts and for debating with intellectual rivals. A reference to Robert Edlow\'s excellent *Galen on language and ambiguity* (Leiden, 1977) would have been useful here.

From a relative dearth a few years ago, the growing number of English versions of Galen can only be welcomed. If some translations such as this book treat works already covered, this at least allows for a comparison of translation techniques and affords suggestions as to how to tackle other such texts in the future. And even if his scientific methodology may sometimes elicit a smile, the sociological and cultural ideas that Galen conveys have enormous value for any study of the Roman world at the apogee of its power.
